Roll Call
Present: Villacorta, Bateman, Gonzalez, Lessard, Nasworthy, Murcia, Preshia
Absent: Stults, Flashman, Daraldik

Lessard moves to close JSU
Gonzalez seconds

Gonzalez moves to open the line for SGA admin.
Bateman seconds

**SGA Admin**
Gonzalez funds $10,000 in expense
Lessard seconds

Gonzalez moves to fund $2000 in OPS Wages, zero fund all other categories
Bateman seconds

**SGA Exec. Branch**
Gonzalez moves to open SGA executive branch
Bateman seconds

Quorum Call
Present: Villacorta, Bateman, Gonzalez, Nasworthy, Murcia, Preshia, Lessard, Stults
Absent: Flashman, Daraldik
Quorum met

Gonzalez moves to fund $20,000 in Expense
Stults seconds
Bateman moves to zero fund remaining categories
Gonzalez seconds

Bateman moves to close the line
Gonzalez seconds

**SGA Senate**
Bateman moves to open
Gonzalez seconds

Bateman moves to fund $8100 in Expense
Lessard seconds

Bateman moves to zero fund in all other categories
Villacorta seconds

Bateman moves to close the line
Lessard seconds

**MRU**
Lessard moves to enter deliberations
Stults seconds

Gonzalez moves to fund $40,422 in OCO
Bateman seconds

Bateman moves to fund $2,695 in Expense
Gonzalez seconds

Gonzalez moves to zero fund other categories
Bateman seconds

Bateman moves to close the line
Gonzalez seconds

**WVFS**
Bateman moves to fund $14,350 in expense
Preshia seconds

Gonzalez objects
Bateman withdraws

Bateman moves to fund $20,000 in expense
Gonzalez seconds
Villacorta objects

Bateman withdraws

Bateman moves to fund $19,000 in OCO
Gonzalez seconds

Gonzalez moves to amend expense to $10,000
Bateman seconds

Bateman moves to zero fund remaining categories
Gonzalez seconds
Gonzalez moves to close the line
Bateman seconds

**COGS**
Gonzalez moves to open the line
Bateman seconds

Gonzalez moves to fund $12,000 in OCO
Lessard seconds

Bateman moves to fund $5,000 in expense
Gonzalez seconds

Gonzalez moves to fund $5,000 in clothing and awards
Bateman seconds

Gonzalez moves to zero fund remaining categories
Bateman seconds

Villacorta moves to close the line
Bateman seconds

**CGE**
Villacorta moves to open line
Gonzalez seconds

Preshia moves to fund $5,500 in expense
Lessard seconds

Gonzalez moves to zero fund all other categories
Preshia seconds
Bateman moves to close the line
Gonzalez seconds

**CHAW**
Bateman moves to open the line
Lessard seconds

Gonzalez moves to fund $500 in expense
Bateman seconds
Lessard objects

Call to question on objection-
Yes- Lessard
No- Bateman, Gonzalez, Stults, Flashman, Nasworthy, Villacorta
Abs- 0

Objection fails

Bateman moves to zero fund remaining categories
Gonzalez seconds

Flashman moves to close the line
Flashman seconds

**FSU Libraries**
Lessard moves to open the line
Bateman seconds

Gonzalez moves to funny $30,000 in OPS Wages
Bateman seconds

Lessard moves to fund $45,000 in expense
Gonzalez seconds

Gonzalez moves to zero fund remaining categories
Bateman seconds

Gonzalez moves to close the line
Bateman seconds

**International Programs**
Gonzalez moves to open the line
Bateman seconds
Gonzalez moves to fund $5000 in expense
Stults seconds

Stults moves to zero fund in remaining categories
Lessard Seconds

Villacorta Moves to close the line
Lessard seconds

**Career Center**
Stults moves to open the line
Bateman seconds

Bateman moves to fund $27,500 in expense
Stults seconds

Bateman moves to zero fund other categories
Stults seconds

Stults moves to close the line
Bateman seconds

**World Affairs Program**
Bateman moves to open the line
Stults seconds

Gonzalez moves to fund $13,256 in expense
Bateman seconds

Bateman moves to fund $2,400 in Clothing and awards
Gonzalez seconds

Bateman moves to zero fund all remaining categories
Gonzalez seconds

Gonzalez moves to close the line
Bateman seconds

Stults moves to recess until 12:45
Bateman seconds
Roll Call
Present: Bateman, Lessard, Villacorta, Preshia, Stults, Gonzalez
Absent: Daraldik, Flashman, Nasworthy
Guest: Harmon

Lessard moves to open the line for campus rec
Bateman seconds

Preshia motions for non-Senator to speak
Lessard seconds

Gonzalez moves to close the line
Stults seconds

Union
Gonzalez moves to open the line
Bateman seconds

Gonzalez moves to fund $667,461 in salary
Stults seconds

Gonzalez moves to zero fund remaining categories
Bateman seconds

Bateman moves to close the line
Lessard seconds

Campus Rec
Gonzalez moves to open campus rec
Lessard seconds

Bateman moves to amend expense to $575,000
Lessard seconds

Gonzalez moves to zero fund all other categories
Lessard

Gonzalez moves to close the line
Preshia seconds

CHAW
Lessard moves to open the line for CHAW
Preshia seconds
Gonzalez moves to amend expense to $1000
Stults seconds

Gonzalez moves to close the line
Preshia seconds

Gonzalez moves to open the line for WVFS
Stults seconds

Lessard objects

Gonzales withdraws

Preshia moves to open the line for Libraries
Lessard seconds

Gonzalez objects

Call to question on the objection-
Yes- Bateman, Stults, Gonzalez, Lessard, Villacorta
No- Preshia
Abs- 0

Gonzalez moves to open the line for International Programs
Stults seconds

Lessared moves to amend expense to $5,000
Preshia seconds

Bateman moves to close the line
Lessard seconds

Stults moves to open
Bateman seconds

Gonzalez objects

Stults withdraws

Gonzalez moves to open the career center
Stults seconds

Lessard moves to amend $30,000 in expense
Gonzalez seconds

Bateman moves to close the line
Gonzalez seconds

**FSU Libraries**
Gonzalez moves to open the line for libraries
Stults seconds

Preshia moves to amend expense to $47,500
Gonzalez seconds

Bateman moves to close the line
Lessard seconds

Gonzalez moves to open the line for Campus Rec
Lessard seconds

Gonzalez moves to amend expense to $580,000
Bateman seconds

Villacorta moves to close the line
Lessard seconds

Gonzalez moves to open the line for WVFS
Lessard seconds

Bateman moves to amend expense to $11,497
Gonzalez seconds

Lessard moves to close the line
Gonzalez seconds

Lessard moves for 5 minute recess
Gonzalez seconds

Bateman moves to adopt the budget as allocated
Gonzalez seconds

Yes- Gonzalez, Bateman, Stults, Preshia, Lessard, Villacorta, Flashman
No- 0
Abs.- 0

Allocation passes
Bateman moves to recess until 2:30
Gonzalez seconds

Gonzalez moves to call to question on Proviso language
Lessard seconds

Yes- Lessard, Bateman, Gonzalez, Stults, Preshia, Villacorta
No- 0
Abs- 0

Adjourned
COGS

Presentation- A lot of money is pre-allocated so sweepings is how they often make up funds. Asking for funds for the Childcare Center, Law School Center, and the Graduate School

$5,000 for childcare center, took a large hit to enrollment due to pandemic, have not had a single case, if they do have one they must shut down, would force grad students to stay home with their children

Grad School- 5k requested, 10k per year for dissertation research, in person research wasn't allowed, prevented graduations

LSC- $12k for outdoor tent for outdoor event use, Speaker is conflicted since Law School wants sole ownership, could give it to COGS to rent out to not just LSC but other orgs as well

Gonzalez- allocated for the rise in minimum wage?
   COGS- we did not last year but the proposed COGS budget would pay for increase in minimum wage

Preshia- preference for the tent?
   COGS- preference would be for COGS to own it, COGS wanted insurance for possible damage as well, would give LSC prioritized claim

Preshia- would you still do the split pricing?
   COGS- doesn’t believe the LSC would if not given ownership but could possibly be negotiated?

Gonzalez- where would you put the tent
   COGS- LSC has a space

COGS- Priority is as presented

Gonzalez- if you have unallocated funds why not use that to pay for this?
COGS- we normally use unallocated funds on a first come first served basis, I consulted with our orgs and this is what they communicated, we could potentially split costs with our unallocated since we have $22k requested already and may have more before the end of the fiscal year, orgs have let us know they are planning on requesting money from us $17k is the current amount in unallocated funds account since orgs have been spending funds

International Programs- FSU ranked Top 10 in study abroad, requesting $2,500 in funding for application fee waiver, require a $100 fee and internship application requires a $250 application fee, many students don't know if they have the scholarship funds when they need to apply, all apps will be open before the fiscal year ends, this will fund 25 students to apply to study abroad

Gonzalez- if we allocate more than you requested could you still use it?
   IP- yes, definitely, we typically get 400-600 applications, hopeful that the Fall semester will have more apps, 650 apps for the coming summer

Gonzalez- would there be any criteria?
   IP- must be available to all students, would advertise, first come first served basis

World Affairs Program

Lessard- when will the money be spent for NOLEMUN?
   WAP- before the end of the fiscal year?

Lessard- will there be an online option prepared?
   WAP- absolutely, we would adapt if necessary, any unspent funds would be swept

Gonzalez- how much would you really want in funding given your conservative estimates?
   WAP- $25k overall in SGA funding, $18k is the non-conservative number assuming the budget and SAP does not get cut

SGA Senate

Funding for changing tables in mens and womens bathrooms in Diffenbaugh, Westcott, and Dirac

Flashman- what locations have them already?
   Senate- Strozier is the only one that we know of

Gonzalez- why not take the money from Projects?
   Senate- the sponsors didn’t want to use Projects exclusively

Gonzalez- how much is each individual table?
   Senate- $150 per table, $1200 for installation
Career Center

Presentation- experiential learning helps students secure employment sooner after graduation than others, experiential grad requirement implemented in 2019.

Gonzalez- what other funding do you receive?
   CC- based on donors and set aside part of CC budget each year
Gonzalez- how are the recipients decided?
   CC- the committee reviews if the application is completed, if the internship is related to their degree, and their funding need through a submitted budget

Gonzalez- is student income and financial aid package factored in?
   CC- if we become endowed it would be done this way, but currently it is not, need is considered though

Flashman- will this be used to pay for the current career center interns?
   CC- no, that is done through InternFSU

Gonzalez- will this be spent before the end of the fiscal year?
   CC- yes, requests open today

CHAW

Presentation- sexual health services are one of CHAWs most sought after resources, provides skills based education with a comprehensive approach, big component is contraceptive education, Leon County has one of the highest STI rates in the state, needs new models for demonstration purposes of internal and external condom application, three additional penis and two additional vaginal models, totaling $275.

Lessard- anything CHAW needs that you aren't asking for to provide sexual health education?
   CHAW- specialized workshops from speakers could be beneficial, condom funding is helpful for internal and specialized condoms
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FSU Libraries

Presentation- Anti Racism and Diversity focused eBook popular Literature, wants $5k to expand collection of books and films to purchase ebooks for student access, request $10k to purchase electronic course materials, has saved students millions, requests $40k to replace 20 laptops that are at the end of their shelf life for students to check out, requests $30k for library tutoring, Library tutoring moved fully online and offers it later in the evening, currently focused on STEM tutoring due to budget issues

Preshia- what do you do with the retired laptops?
  Library- put into university surplus

Preshia- will funding allow you to offer other tutoring subjects?
  Library- yes, especially modern languages

Lessard- are there any other areas the library would need funding if we have extra?
  Library- always interested in improvement projects, wants to renovate front of the third floor of Strozier, wants to improve study and instruction rooms, improve circulation desk and entrance at Strozier. Laptop refurbishment is very important, the loan program due to COVID has increased the need

SGA Executive Branch

Presentation- requesting $20k in funding to provide 1,000 reduced cost EKG tests to students, through non-profit Who We Play For, $20 cost to students

Murcia- do you have a quote from the company?
  Exec.- Yes
Murcia- how many students got them last time?
  Exec.- all were done within an hour
Gonzalez- date for when this would take place?
   Exec- Last week of March

Villacorta- how would this work with COVID?
   Exec- would have to follow University COVID guidelines, company has COVID guidelines as well

Murcia- advertising plans?
   Exec.- SGA social media, RSOs, Greek councils

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Oglesby Union

Presentation- requesting funding for revenue loss

Villacorta- does the Union currently or have you looked into providing hazard pay to those employees that are working in high-risk roles?

Union- we are limited on what we can do because of the university, changed up the way employees work to protect them, university did make funding available to high-risk group through relief funds

Daraldik- clarify exact dollar amount of request and explain where money is going?

Union- $667,461, the revenues are used to support employee wages and programming efforts, revenues continue to dry up due to COVID and construction of the new Union. Request is replacing revenue that would have been made under normal ops

Daraldik- what is the revenue replacing exactly beyond wages?

Union- will shore up losses to enable programs and other costs to be met, also generates interest so keeping the accounts high is beneficial, much of budget has been shifted to cover losses

Daraldik- if you get none of your request, what are the implications, and what's the low end of the request?

Union- we will take whatever we can get happily, it would mean that we would have a deeper financial hole to climb out of next fiscal year, which will be difficult since we will be opening the first new Union in decades, every dollar we can hang on to will benefit the new facility and programming of the Union, there will be a significant funding gap next year and a large deficit, the request will help us extend the life of our current funding model

Daraldik- how is the university assisting?

Union- we have been proactive in planning for and thinking about how we will generate revenue, and have received support from other departments, student support is very valued

Daraldik- low end of the request?
Union- any amount will be appreciated, we will make it work
Daraldik- have bidets in the new union restrooms been explored?
    Union- foot washing stations and other spirituality and worship concerns have been discussed, social and cultural accommodations have been taken into account, will discuss likelihood of adding them if possible

Preshia- are changing stations also being considered?
    Union- they are currently in all of our plans for the new Union

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Campus Rec

Preshia- for the turf replacement how much will the partners be funding?
    Rec- $550-575,000 total, College of Music assisting

Nasworthy- would the process for student use of the Harkins filed be similar to IMFields?
    Rec- yes, reservation system

Lessard- does Lakefront have any paddle boats?
    Rec- we have not had any of the lake previously, more accessible
Lessard- longevity of field lining system?
    Rec- comes with a warranty and service plan, replacement parts are easily available, 10 years

Daraldik- necessity of these line items?
    Rec- plan is to be back to normal ops by Fall given by Westcott, wanted to give committee as many options as possible to choose from, 90% of students say they are active, enhancing offerings helps keep this number up, Leach renovations are very important, additional 1600 sq ft of space
Daraldik- why does equipment need to be replaced and upgraded?
    Rec- one van is broken, second is about to go as well, polar tri-fit technology is 18 years old and many of its capabilities no longer work, computers are very old and need upgrading, Harkins field is unsafe and crucial for the Marching Chiefs, online fitness classes equipment is needed
Daraldik- are these investments considering that the Leach may be renovated?
    Rec- Leach major renovation was 10+ years away pre-pandemic
Daraldik- message board and entrance updates, specifics?
    Rec- the sign tech is the main investment, additionally displaying the history of the Leach Center and better display campus rec offerings
Daraldik- remember funding for items on this list, clarification?
    Rec- Central reserves funds not made available due to COVID
Daraldik- what would be the lowest number that you think would be ok?
Rec - we will be thrilled with anything we receive

Nasworthy - longevity of Harkins field?
  Rec - 8-10 year lifespan for artificial field
Nasworthy - longevity of vans?
  Rec - mileage is the main factor, 150k mile range is average, outdoor pursuits program has been very successful recently, new van models are safer for students, easier to drive, able to transport gear

Preshia - why is van price what it is?
  Rec - adding all wheel drive, back up cameras, ball hitch, also required to pay the negotiated state rate

Gonzalez - do you have demographic numbers?
  Rec - yes, very detailed, factors into

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

WVFS

Presentation - consistently recognized as one of the best stations in the country, quality and diverse programming, 200 volunteers, 70% are students, offers class credits and internships that fulfill requirements, SEC licensed, on air 24/7, fundraise through underwriting and pledge drive that didn't happen last year due to pandemic, seeking grants, promotes the university, free underwriting for SGA, expense budget has been cut from $26,500 to $8500, don't spend any SGa money on anything non-essential to operations and subsidizing reporter travel, requesting new FM transmitter for $9764, much cheaper than it used to be, 40k+ rare music that needs to be archived, requesting $9190 for rip stations, requesting $5158 for podcasting studio. Requesting $24,022 in total, told by budget to request from sweepings

Preshia - how much longer is the transmitter you currently have likely to last?
  WVFS - parts to repair it are no longer available for repair, will last longer if taken out of 24/7 service
Preshia - are there annual costs for the transmitter
  WVFS - costs are engineering and servicing any additional parts, occasional hazards like lightning strikes, most essential piece of equipment

Flashman - purpose of rip stations?
  WVFS - to convert entire catalog to digital, manpower would be cut down significantly, would still likely take 3-4 years, rare collection, consulted with archivists, out of space for archive storage
Flashman - outsourcing cost?
  WVFS - too costly to consider due to man hours, would need to be all volunteer work

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
OGA

Request withdrawn

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Medical Response Unit

Presentation- Requesting funds for new inventory management system since the current one is no longer supported and has been replaced by the manufacturer, need it to manage stock of medical supplies, need new tablet with updates OS to run this program, requesting new emergency vehicle and mobile command center trailer, would help provide off site services like the IM fields and engineering campus, as well as outdoor guidelines for events due to COVID

Nasworthy- how many vehicles do you have and how old are they?
    2001 Subaru that needs replacing, 2014 and 2016 Ford Explorers

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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The Center for Global Engagement

Presentation- International Coffee Hour hosted weekly, uses commercial kitchen, hundreds of students come out, has continued virtually, 46 events held annually, 8k students per year, current coffee brewer needs replacing, requesting $4400, 12 years old, also requesting $848 for oven repair for 12 year old commercial oven needed for events, total $5248

Lessard- when are you hoping to do in person events?
   CGE- food is still prohibited at events but looking into other formats outdoors

Lessard- any other needs you have?
   CGE- these are our essential needs, our water filtration system in the building needs replacing, hot line needs replacing as well in the next year, filters ar $80, there are two in the building

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Student Governance and Advocacy

Presentation- Requesting $10k in expense for computer replacement, requesting $2k for minimum wage increase in OPS wages, total $12k

Lessard- anything SG&A needs that you didn’t request for?
   SG&A- extra funds for the high format printer used by student pubs, $434 per month cost, ~$5k per year